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FOREWORD

Designing forces capable of meeting anticipated defense
~contingencies is a highly complex undertaking. Lieutenant Colonel

Grinalds addresses the controversial issue of an appropriate struc-
ture for the US Marine Corps over the next two decades.

~~Suggestions have been made to alter the structure of the
Marine Corps to enable it to conduct armored warfare in a NATO
scenario. The author examines these proposals using techniques
of consistency and trend analysis. He concludes that a “NATO-
structured” Marine Corps would be inconsistent with a force
designed to meet more probable Third World contingencies. On
the other hand, he suggests certain adjustments in reserve struc-
ture and force capabilities to ensure successful employment in Eu-
rope, as well as in other contingencies.

This evaluation , by a Marine offi cer experienced in force
design , deserves careful consideration by all concerned with the
capability of our Armed Forces to support the national security
policy of the United States.

R. G. GARD, JR.
Lieutenant General, USA
President
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SUMMARY

The Marine Corps has been recent ly the focus of
considerable discussion about how it should be structured, i.e.,
organized and equipped, for maximum effectiveness in the evolv-
ing defense environment. The Secretary of Defense, the Brookings
Inst i tut ion , and the Congress—especially the Senate Armed
Services Committee (SASC)—have all suggested significant adjust-
ments to Marine Corps force structure , in order to meet the
demands of the modern battlefield. The purpose of this paper is to
evaluate the suggested adj ustments in the context of the
environment that may exist over the next 20 years, and the extent
to which the Marine Corps should incorporate the adjustments in
anticipation of future requirements.

The evaluation finds that the adjustme nts, such as adding
more armor and vehicular mobility to offset Soviet capabilities,
overlook the higher probability of requirements for Marine Corps
employment in Third World confrontations during the 1980’s and
1990’s where strategic mobility, tactical flexibility, and immediate
availability will be critically important. Restructuring as a mech-
anized force would provide j ust the opposite characteristics.
However, the structure may need a hedge against employment in
Central  Europe , which could be provided by increasing the
proportion of armor and related units in the Marine Corps Reserve.
The structure also may need more counterforce capability—for ex-
ample , antitank and antiaircraft weapons—to meet the proliferation
of modern weapons throughout the Third World. Adaptation of
technology to save manpower costs may help to support the nec-
essary investment. Regardless, the Marine Corps should not lose
the versatility of empl oyment inherent in the current structure
which wi l l  become increasingly important  as Third World
confrontations begin to occur.
BACKGROUND

Current Marine Corps Force Structur es

The National Security Act of 1947 is the basis for current
Marine Corps force structure. The act states:

The Marine Corps, within the Department of the Navy,
shall be so organized as to Include not less than three
combat divisions and three air wings, and such other
land combat , aviation , and other services as may be
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organic therein. The Marine Corps shall be organized,
trained, and equipped to provide fleet marine forces of
combined arms , together with supporting air com-
ponen t s , for service with the fleet in the seizure or
defense of advanced naval bases and for the conduct of
such land operations as may be essential to the
prosecut ion of a naval campaign. In addition , the
Marine Corps shall  provide detachments  and
organizations for service on armed vessels of the Navy,
shall provide security detachments for the protection of
naval property at naval stations and bases, and shall
perform such other duties as the President may direct.
However , these additional duties may not detract from
or interfere with the operations for which the Marine
Corps is primarily organized.2

“For service with the fleet” indicates that the Marine Corps is,
above all , part of a Navy-Marine Corps team. Seizure” and “land
operations” indicate missions that require the team to be an am-
phibious force for the projection and presence of naval power
overseas. However , the additional requirement to perform “such
other duties as the President may direct” indicates that the am-
phibious force should be as flexible as possible in terms of when,
where, and how it can be employed.

The Marine Amphibious Force (MAF) is the basic combat
organiz ation for the conduct of amphibious operations and sub-
sequent operatio ns ashore. The MAF is an integrated force of
combined arms, consisting typically of a Marine Division, a Marine
Aircraft Wing, combat support units from Force Troops, and a
Force Service Support Group.

A Marine Division is configured specially for amphibious
operations. It includes three infantry regiments each consisting of
three infantry battalions , an artillery regiment of three artillery
battalions , separate tank and assault amphibian battalions , plus
units designed to facilitate the amphibious assault. The Marine Air-
craft Wing operates in conjunction with the Division as an integral
part of the MAF , and provides a full range of tactical aviation
(TACAIR) capabilities as well as enough helicopters to lift roughly
one-third of the Division in a heliborne assault. Force Troops
provide additional combat support capabilities needed to sustain
operations of the MAF as a whole, notably self-propelled medium

2
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and heavy artillery, communications , reconnaissance , and military
police. The Force Service Support Group provides additional
e n g i n e e r , transportation , s u p p l y ,  maintenance , and medica l
support to the entire MAF.

Naval forces are an integral part of the amphibious assault
and subsequent operations ashore. Amphibious shipping, landing
craft , and beach logistics units transport the assault echelon (AE)
of the MAF to the assault area, and move it ashore with the help of
Marine helicopters. The Assault Follow-on Echelon (AFOE),
consisting of service support units and supplies, arrives via a mix
of available amphibious and commercial shipping. N~avy and
Marine aviation and naval gunfire support provide air defense,
interdiction, and bombardment for the assault force. To the extent
that geography and the enemy situation permit , pertinent naval
forces continue to support subsequent operations ashore. In any
event logistics and communications continue to interface with the
Navy and sea lines of communications (SLOC). Navy medical
personnel are organic to Marine units and provide all medical
support.

It is important  to understand that the MAP is a task
organization that can vary for different operations, depending on
the mission , terrain, and enemy capabilities. The three Divisions
and three Wings plus Force units do provide the building blocks to
organize three typical MAF’s. However, the building blocks can be
aggregated differently among the three MAF’s in order to enhance
needed capabilities. The Marine Corps Reserve can provide build-
ing blocks as well, since it is organized as a Division/Wing team
and on mobilization can provide selected individuals, units, or the
entire team.

Smaller vörs ions of the MAF can be organized for
independent employment , using elements of the Division, Wing,
and Force units. A Marine infantry regiment , an aircraft group, and
support units form a typical Marine Amphibious Brigade (MAB) .
An infantry battalion, an aircraft squadron, and support units form
a typical Marine Am phibious Unit (MAU). A MAB, for example,
participated in the Dominican Republic crisis in 1965. Today,
MAU ’s are deployed in the Mediterranean, the Caribbean, and the
western Pacific as elements of the US naval presence in those
regions.

3
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As suggested at the outset , Marine Corps force structure is
designed to provide flexibility of employment as well as an am-
phibious assault capability. Consequently, the Marine Corps
exhibits certain characteristics in its force structure and operating
doctrine.

Vehicles and other heavy equipment are kept to a minimum.
This reduces space requirements in amphibious shipping and
landing craft which permits faster loading and movement to the
objec t ive  area and , most importantly, a more rapid and concen-
t rated movement ashore during the assault. Although this
discussion presumes movement aboard amphibious shipping, a
MAF can also deploy via mobility forces, such as strategic sealift
(commercial-type shipping) and strategic airlift (C-5 and C-141 air-
craft). Such lift requires an administrative entry into the objective
area , with no threat of enemy action and preferably with the port
or airfield facilities in friendly hands.

Aviat~~n provides much of the firepower and mobility that a
Marine assault force needs to seize a beachhead and then operate
ashore against sophisticated enemy forces. Since naval aviation is
largely free of terrain limitations , it has greater worldwide employ-
ability than terrain-dependent tanks and vehicles. It also can oper-
ate through the difficult transition period from sea to land when
artillery and tanks are immobilized aboard landing craft. It can ,
however , be constrained by adverse weather.

Protect ion against  armored and mechanized forces is
provided by lightweight antitank weapons, in concert with tanks
and TACAIR close support . The lightweight weapons reduce size
and weight , enhancing mobility of the ground forces.

All artil lery, tanks , TACAIR , and mobility means are under
centralized control within the MAF. This facilitates massing of f ire-
power and maneuver means, as well as organization of different
force packages, such as infantry, armored , or heliborne , to meet
different threats.

Marine Corps training and operations policies are focused on
a concern for combat readiness.3 Professional excellence and a
determination to succeed are upheld as primary and absolute
values. Marines view the amphibious assault as a “must win”
situation. An amphibious landing provides no room for temporary
retreats or retrograde movements to gain time or muster forces.4
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Marines either advance across the beach and seize their objectives
or they perish. Consequently, Marines are determined to be
prepared for combat , and ready for the unexpected commitments
that might arise from the broad and flexible character of the
Marine Corps missions.

In summary , the Marine Corps force structure is designed to
provide a strategically mobile, tactically flexible , and immediately
ready force , linked to the Navy for the projection and presence of
naval power overseas.

A question remains , however , as to the validity of this role
and the effectiveness of the Marine Corps force structure in meet-
ing the demands of the modern battlefield and its srp~t3ticated
weaponry. Some critics believe that the Marine Corps role and
force  s t ructure are out of step wi th  the evo Iv in~ d e f e n s e
environment.
CrIticIsm of the Current Structure

Critical comment on the effectiveness of Marine Corps force
structure has come from several quarters. In 1975, Secretary of
Defense James A. Schlesinger reported to Congress that an am-
phibious assault force “would have grave difficulty in accom-
plishing its mission of over-the-beach and flanking operations in a
high threat environment. ”4 Expanding on this theme , the Brookings
Institution published a study in 1976 that questioned “whether
Marine ground units, short on firepower and cross-country mobil-
ity could stand up to the sophisticated , heavily armored forces that
can be fielded by the Soviet Union and its allies—and if not, what
should be done about it.”~ The study resulted from concern about
the military and political viability of amphibious assaults on hostile
beachheads, the role of Marine air power , and the impact of the
all-volunteer environment on manpower availability. The authors
suggested that the continental geography of the USSR and the
People ’s Republic of China (PRC) rules out any decisive role for
amphibious forces in conflicts with those nations, the two most
prominent potential adversaries of the United States. United States
forces are already forward based in Europe and Asia , making it un-
necessary to conduct amphibious invasions to regain a foothold
on those continents. Given the requirement for ‘~n amphibious
assault , however , the advent of precision-guided munitions (PGM)
among potential adversaries in the Soviet bloc and even among
Third World countr ies threatens the survivability of amphibious5
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forces concentrated for assault landings. In addition, declining
levels of amphibious shipping and naval gunfire support limit the cur-
rent capability for large amphibious operations. The authors ar-
gued that there is little sense in having the three active MAF’s now
extant when there is sufficient amphibious shipping to lift only one
MAF. Similar problems plague naval gunfire support.6

Overshadowing the study ’s concern about the military
viability of amphibious forces is the belief that domestic political
cons t ra in ts , fed by publ ic reaction against the Vietnamese
experience, make highly unlikely any overseas commitment of US
forces, except where national interests are clearly at stake. Korea ,
Europe , the Middle East , and the Persian Gulf are possible
contingencies , but the use of amphibious forces is limited by the
military factors noted above as well as the political reluctance to
exercise military power.7

Marine TACAIR is a concern of the Brookings study because
of TACA IR’ s high cost and diminished utility in an environment
that precludes extensive use of amphibious forces. The authors
conc luded that  the Marine Corps should phase out aircraft
involved in air defense and interdiction and rely instead on Navy
and Air Force TACAIR support.8

Finally, the authors viewed as improbable the prospect that
the Marine Corps could attract sufficient numbers of quality
recruits in the all-volunteer environment to adequately man a
three-MA F force structure and its supporting establishment.
Consequently, any force structure adjustments , in response to the
lessened probability of extensive amphibious warfare , should result
in a smaller Marine Corps to meet the manpower constraint.9

I n  s u m m a r y ,  the Brookings study general ly favored
restructuring part of the Marine Corps for inland combat in Eu-
rope, retaining some amphibious capability (one MAF maximum),
and reducing the numbers of aircraft and manpower. The authors
see amphibious warfare as outmoded and the defense of Central
E u r o p e , for  e x a m p l e , as a more appropriate mission for the
future.1°

Since 1976, the annual SASC reports on the Marine Corps
budget requests revealed a similar critical interest in Marine Corps
force s t ruc tu re , approaching the subject from the issue of
manpower availability.

6
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The SASC Report on the Fiscal Year (FY) 1976 President’s
Budget requested that the Marine Corps study “its mission , force
structure , manpower levels and quality” and report on how the
Marine Corps might be re-sized and re-configured to match the
projected supply of qualified manpower. 11

The SASC Report on the FY 1977 President ’ s Budget
recommended reductions in TACAIR manpower , and directed joint
studies with the Air Force on air assault operations and with the
Navy on the use of commercial shipping in low intensity amphib-
ious assaults.12 The studies on air assaults and commercial shipping
presumed future employment of Marine forces in nonamphibious
roles. The TACAIR reduction presumed Navy or Air Force TACAIR
support.

The SASC Report on the FY 1978 President’s Budget com-
mented that the Marine Corps should continue its manpower qual-
ity standards, even at the cost of lower manpower levels, and that
the Marine Corps should rectify the apparent bias favoring aviation
over ground forces in terms of manpower quality and military
hardware. 13

Since the 1978 report was published , Senator Sam Nunn
(Democrat , Georgia) a member of the SASC, stated that “signifi-
cant force structure changes may be required if the Marine Corps
is to be committed against highly mobile Soviet tank and mech-
anized infantry forces in a European conflict.” Changes envisioned
by Senator Nunn include “ investing Marine ground forces with
greater f i repower  and mobility, perhaps even at the cost of
reduction in Marine tactical air capabilities.”4

As summarized above , the consensus of Marine Corps force
structure critics clearly suggests adapting the Marine Corps to a
mission and structure more suited to inland combat in Europe
rather than as an amphibious force prepared for worldwide em-
ployment. It is highly probable that this consensus will continue
through the 1970’s and influence decisions regarding Marine Corps
organization and weapons procurement that will shape the force
structure of the 1980’ s and 1990’s. There remains, therefore , a
need to evaluate the thesis that Marines should restructure for Eu-
rope in the light of the probable defense environment of the two
decades beyond the 1970’s, to ensure that the proposed structure
changes anticipate correctly the demands of that period.7



THE ANALYTICAL APPROACH

The evaluation begins with a review of significant factors in
the defense environment that impinge on future Marine Corps
missions and structure.  The s ign i f i cance of the factors is
determined by their relevance to the Marine Corps and by trends
among them which may be creating different circumstances for the
1980’ s and 1990’s. For purposes here , therefore , the “defense
environment” includes such factors as legislation, Department of
Defense  (D O D )  g u i d a n c e , and the pressures which derive from
current trends in defense analysts ’ thinking that are not yet
formalized in directives but which are apparent in congressional
and departmental comments. The thesis that the Marine Corps
should restructure for Europe is exemplary of the latter. The
environment also includes international and domestic factors
which determine the nature and probability of future hostilities and
which work to constrain the availability of necessary resources.

The final step of the evaluation makes a comparison of the
dominant trends in the defense ~rivironment , the Marine Corps
missions that are apparently evolving, and the ability of projected
Marine Corps operating policies to prepare the structure for future
requirements. “Operating policies” ensure that the Marine Corps
has the force capability needed to perform Marine Corps missions.
Operat ing pol ic ies would include force s t ructure design ,
manpower, force training, logistics, and research and development.
Programs are the packages of resources that support
implementation of the policies. It should be noted that “policy ”
refers to the concept of how to perform a mission, while  included
“programs” are the resources necessary to implement the concept.

In the comparative process the critical f unction is to test for
consistency. Areas of inconsistency become -caution flags warning
that missions or pol ic ies may not be appropriate to future
requirements and that changes to appropriate elements in the
environment , missions, or operating policies may be necessary.

A review will now be made of the Marine Corps defense
environment , missions, and operating policies. The purpose of the
review Is not only to evaluate the specific suggestions of the SASC
and other critics but also any other trends which should affect
Marine Corps structure. Furthermore, the review will present an as-
sessment of any apparent inconsistencies and recommendations
on how to reconcile them.

8



THE DEFENSE ENVIRONMENT
Trends in pert inent environmental factors that will be

important over the next two decades are postulated below.
DomestIc Environment

— The population of youths of military age will decrease
sharply, with fewer military-age persons available for
service. The population of 18-year-old males will decline
from 2.15 million in 1976 to a low of 1.6 million in the
early 1990’s.’5

— Domestic programs will make an increasing call on the
Federal budget , leaving relatively fewer resources for
defense purposes. This projection is based on the decline
already evident in defense outlays as a percent of Federal
outlays, from 24.1 percent in FY 1976 to 22.8 percent in FY
1978.16

— The US economy will become more dependent on foreign
sources of critical resources, particularly oil, and foreign
markets for US exports, particularly food.’1

— T h e  US p u b l i c ’s re luctance toward any mi l i tary
involvement overseas , based on the Vietnam experience ,
will continue.

Impl icat ions for defense pol icy: Trends in the domest ic
environment point to a body pol i t ic that will shun military
involvements not based on vital security interests, although these
interests will be determined increasingly by economic links over-
seas. Competition for manpower , other resources , and budget
allocations will tighten ceilings on defense authorizations, es-
pecially for manpower , calling for increased effectiveness at less
cost.
International Environment

— The world population will increase from the current 4 bil-
lion people to 6-7 billion people by the year 2000.18

— Resources will become increasingly scarce , particularly oil
and food)9

— Third World countries will use political and economic
pressures—such as higher prices for scarce resources—to
accelerate the transfer of wealth from the industrialized
North to the impoverished South.2°9



— USSR mil i tary power wi l l  increase , striving toward
superiority in both strategic and general purpose force
strength.2’

— Nuclear weapon capabilities will proliferate to countries
other than the present nuclear club membership; so will
sophisticated weaponry such as tanks , TACAIR , missiles,
and PGM.22

Implications for defense policy: The trends noted above point to a
changing international environment characterized by a strength-
ening of USSR mi l i tary  power amidst an otherwise general
diffusion of power outside the superpower orbit. This diffusion of
power will  be caused by an increasingly severe lack of resources,
associated economic instability, and the proliferation of nations
with nuclear weapons, sophisticated conventional forces, or cor-
ners on scarce resources. Soviet power will encourage more
adventurism abroad in areas where direct confrontation with the
United States is unl ikely.  The complex i ty  of wor ldwide
interdependence among nations needing each other’s economic
support will create more opportunities for crisis contingencies
involving US economic interests, or geopolitica! interests related to
the US strategic posture towards the USSR.
Defense Guidance

— There wil l  be increasing concern about the cost of
defense and the need in particular to reduce Marine Corps
overhead support costs.23

— The Defense Department and Congress will continue to
orient Marine Corps force s t ructure toward NATO
requirements , f o r  e x a m p l e , more armor/ ant iarmor
capability, increased mechanization , less TACAIR , and
expanded mutual support among the services.24

— There will be increasing pressure to reduce Marine Corps
manpower requirements by means of increased capital
investment in the structure, that is, trade-off manpower for
more powerful weaponry and more mechanized service
support systems.25

— Restraints will continue on the amount of amphibious
shipping available to move USMC forces to combat—cur-
rently enough to lift assault elements of one MAF. The
balance of two active MAF’s must move by common-user

10



airlift or sealift on schedules that reflect that there is not
enough for all US forces to deploy simultaneously. Am-
phibious shipping l i f t  for the assaul t  echelon is
programmed to increase to 1 1/3 MAF’s by 1980.28

Implications for defense policy: Trends in defense guidance are
pressuring the Marine Corps towards a structure adapted to land
warfare in Europe that would be more capital intensive than at
present and less suited in terms of size, equipment, and capability
to the traditional amphibious role and to the limited amount of am-
phibious and strategic lift that will be available. The result will be a
Marine Corps less prepared for worldwide contingencies , but
structured for participation in a land war in Europe.
MARINE CORPS MISSIONS

The earlier sect ion on Marine Corps force structure
described in detail the statutory missions assigned the Marine
Corps. It is doubtful that these missions will change in the 1980’s
and 1990’s, despite the trend in defense guidance toward adapting
the Marine Corps force structure for inland combat in Europe. The
statutory mission to be prepared for “such other duties as the
President may direct” covers a broad spectrum and certainly
would include commitment to a land campaign in Europe. Prece-
dents for this were set in the Korean and Vietnam conflicts where
Marines were employed essentially as land forces (except for the
critically important lnchon landing in Korea and limited-scale land-
ings along the coast of Vietnam). The other end of the spectrum of
“such other duties ” includes minor contingencies such as the
Dominican Republic emergency in 1965 and crisis operations like
the recapture of the SS Maya guez in 1974. Both actions relied
heavily upon Marine Corps responsiveness. The ability to move
quickly by amphibious shipping or strategic air/sea lift, and to ad-
just to different tactical situations, provided that responsiveness.

The primary criterion in designing the Marine Corps struc-
ture for the 1980’s and 1990’s will be to ensure that the structure
enables perf ormance of the amphibious mission as w~II as the
broad range of “such other duties as the President may direct.”
The trend to adapt the structure to inland combat in Europe must
be evaluated against this criterion. Inherent in the evaluation will
be a validation of the criterion itself. As the Brookings study noted,
the amphibious mission may be outmoded.

11
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MARINE CORPS OPERATING POLICIES -

Projected operating policies the Marine Corps will follow in
order to support accomplishment of its missions are postulated
below.
Force Structure Design

— Combat forces will be maintained at the highest readiness
state attainable within available resources.

— One active MAF will be oriented to NATO, another ori-
ented to the Pacific , and the third prepared to go either
way. The reserve Division/Wing team will be prepared to
augment the active structure with individuals, units, or the
entire team.27

— Each MAF will be a balanced air/ground team capable of
worldwide employment, although MAF’s may not be iden-
tically organized.2

— Each MAF’s organization will be task organized from
o rgan i c  Div i s ion , Wi ng, and Force units with extra avi-
at ion , t a n k s , e n g i n e e r s , etc., to meet par t icu lar
contingency requirements.28

— The Marine Division will remain a predominantly infantry
o r g a n i z a t i o n , helicopter transportable except for tanks ,
assault amphibians, and certain heavy vehicles and equip-
ment.30

— The MAF will continue to integrate aviation as a signifi-
cant portion of its firepower and tactical mobility. Aviation
will develop an al~ V/STOL (vertical/short take-off and
landing) capability to enable aviation units even broader
flexibility in support of the ground forces. Antitank mu-
nitions will be employed on attack aircraft and all aircraft
including helicopters will be equipped with suppression
devices against enemy antiaircraft weaponry.3’

Manpow •r
— The organizational structure will continue to require a

young enlisted force with rapid turnover, and a relatively
high annual accession of recruits.32

— The emphasis on quality in recruiting and retention will
continue to improve manpower performance and reduce
losses before expiration of enlistment.33

12
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— There will be increased use of women to reduce male
military manpower requirements. However , no further ci-
vilianization of military billets will occur.~

— There will be continued dependence on cross-service and
on-the-job individual training, to reduce training over-
head.35

Force Trainlngu

— Major unit training will be in primarily amphibious oper-
ations, in brigade size or smaller; geographic locations will
include the North European , Mediterranean, Caribbean ,
and Western Pacific areas.

— Periodic unit t ra in ing wi l l  take place at mi l i tary
installations in desert and cold weather environments.

— Fully integrated air/ground training, which emphasizes
coordinating supporting arms to include armored and
mechanized training, will take place at the Marine Corps Air-
Ground Combat Training Center, Twenty-Nine Palms,
California , and joint airlift exercises will be held with the Air
Force In conjunction with movement of Marine units to the
training areas.

Logistics”
— There wi l l  be a cont inuing amphibious orientation ,

depending primarily on a Navy interface and SLOC.
— Base structure will be balanced between the East and

West Coasts (including Hawaii and Okinawa) toward At-
lantic and Pacific requirements, respectively.

— Consistent with possible mobilization needs, the base and
logistic structure will be the minimum required to provide
sustained support for the combat units.

Research and Development (R&D)U
— The Marine Corps will continue to satellite other services for

weapons , vehicles, and other hardware not requiring special
Marine Corps design characteristics.

— R&D input to the force structure in the 1980’s and 1990’s
wi l l  pr imari ly be in co mmand , control , and commu-
nications systems.

13
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— Orientation of R&D efforts will continue to be toward
h a r d w a r e , with less emphasis on concept development
alone.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

In comparing the trends in environmental factors , missions,
and operating policies noted above, several inconsistencies seem
apparent. These are identified and discussed below.
Probable Requirement for Marines: Europe?

Trends in relative USSR and Third World military and politi-
cal power point to an increasing capability for action detrimental
to US interests. Growing USSR strength in strategic weapons,
reaching parity, or in the author’s view, even superiority compared
to the United States, will give Soviet strategists a hedge against
any US nuclear reaction to increased USSR adventurism abroad.
Growing USSR conventional strength, particularly in the Soviet Air
Force and Navy, will give the USSR increased capabilities in Eu-
rope, and increased means to project power overseas. The balance
in Europe between NATO and Warsaw Pact forces will probably
continue under these conditions, since NATO , and especially the
United States, which views NATO defense as a vital interest, will
match any USSR moves to increase Warsaw Pact capabilities. On
the other hand, the USSR may exercise its growing conventional
strength in other parts of the world, because US conventional
forces will be tied to the NATO contingency in terms of structure
design and geographic placement. The tie to NATO will be
re inforced by the inert ia of US public sent iment against
involvements elsewhere that might resemble Vietnam. The cost of
providing forces to meet contingencies outside NATO will also
deter consideration of commitments elsewhere. As a consequence,
the United States will probably find over the next two decades that
its mi l i tary forces will be focused on NATO , but distracted
increasingly by confrontations with indirect manifestations of
USSR mil i tary power in areas of peripheral interest.  The
manifestations will probably be by proxy but direct brinksmanship
should not be ruled out. Furthermore , the significance of the
confrontations to US interests will probably not be apparent to the
US political consensus until the fact , because of the preoccupation
with NATO and the inertia of public feelings against military
involvements.
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There is the possibility, of course , that NATO will strengthen
its forces so that USSR convent ional  forces , despite their
increased capabilities , will be tied to the Warsaw Pact just to
maintain a safe balance from the Pact’s point of view. Growing
military activism to the east by the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) could inhibit USSR adventurism similarly.

There remains, however, the proliferation of nuclear weapons
and sophisticated weaponry to nations beyond the superpowers
and nuclear club. An armed Third World , enmeshed in growing
economic l inkages and conflicts between North and South ,
presents a spectrum of possible contingencies independent of the
US-USSR balance of power. Arab-Israeli conflicts; oil imbroglios in
the Middle East, the Persian Gulf, and West Africa; and renewed
conflict on the Korean peninsula are a few examples. Again, the
full import of these contingencies to US interests probably will not
be obvious until they occur as crises. There will be a need for
some US forces to provide a military option to deal with these
contingencies. A military option provides a potential use of force
that should enhance diplomatic initiatives toward reconciliation ,
and an intervention force if all else fails. Quick response will be es-
sential. Rapid movement of US forces to the contingency area will
be necessary and the committed forces must be able to operate in
all types of terrain and against different types of adversaries. Fur-
thermore, there must be some depth to the package of forces to
make it clear to Soviet or Third World strategists that the United
States has enough staying power to deal effectively with the
confrontations. Strategically mobile, tactically flexible, and imme-
diately available forces will be required to meet the broad spec-
trum of contingencies that could occur.

Current Marine Corps force structure possesses these char-
acteristics , as discussed earlier. However, the pressure to adapt
the structure to inland combat in Europe by adding tanks, heavy
ar t i l lery ,  and other vehicles would ill prepare the Corps for
participation in the peripheral contingencies. The increase in vehi-
cles and hardware for an Army-like structure is not compatible
with amphibious lift capabilities now programmed and would result
in an attenuation of the movement time to the contingency area.
Once there, such a Marine expeditionary force , though task-

V organized , would not be opti mally structured for a combat
situation which did not replicate the characteristics of the Euro-
pean battlefield in terms of terrain and enemy order of battle.

15
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Furthermore, to structure even part of the Marine Corps thus-
ly, for example, mechanization of one or two active MAF’s, would
decrease the depth of the force package that Marines could
provide quickly to the neripheral areas.

In summary, the inconsistency between these trends is that
the Marine Corps will be pressured to modify its structure for the
mechanized warfare expected on the European battlefield because
growing Soviet s t rategic and convent iona l  strength wi l l
increasingly galvanize US attention on NATO defenses. However ,
USSR adventurism and/or Third World crises will probably lead to
confrontations elsewhere in the world. These confrontations will
become the most probable requirement for Marine forces, while
the Marine Corps, if it yields to mechanization, will become less
responsive in terms of strategic mobility and the types of terrain it
can accommodate. Moreover, the Marine Corps will lose to some
extent the ability to perform its primary mission—amphibious
warfare.

Current Marine Corps Force Structure: Adequate for Combat?
Given that peripheral contingencies become the most proba-

ble requirement for Marines in the 1980’s and 1990’s, and that the
current structure provides the necessary strategic mobility and tac-
tical flexibility for quick response, there remains a question about
the adequacy of Marine combat power in the face of more
sophisticated weaponry throughout the Third World. A question
also remains about the structure ’s adequacy for combat in Europe,
a less likely but considerably more demanding contingency. The
Brookings study and other critics would say that the amphibious
force is too vulnerable to nuclear weapons and PGM in the landing
phase , that Marine aviation is too vulnerable to modern anti-
aircraft systems, and that once ashore Marine ground forces lack
the mobility and firepower to defeat enemy armored forces. In
short , the advantage in strategic mobility and tactical flexibility
provided by the current structure may be at the cost of combat ef-
fectiveness against the forces encountered.

The transfer of arms to Third World countries by the USSR
and other major powers has created pockets of significant military
power in Northeast Asia , the Middle East , Africa , South  and
Southeast Asia , and Latin America. Table 1 indicates the impact of
this transfer over the period 1965 to 1975.
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Combat capability among the nations involved will vary with
force size and numbers, logistic support , and competence on the
battlefield , and be influenced by the important effect of terrain.
However , the Marine Corps should be prepared to encounter to
some degree in peripheral confrontations an emphasis on armor ,
a r t i l l e ry ,  a t tack  av ia t ion , as we l l  as ev idence of antitank ,
an t i a i r c ra f t , and even electronic warfare (EW) capabilities.
Precision-guided munitions are obviously a problem.

The question of Marine Corps effectiveness in support of
NATO against Warsaw Pact armored forces depends upon the
counterforce capability of Marine organic weapons and the role
Marines play in the defense of Europe. For example , Marines might
move directly next to Army forces in Central Europe to stop a pri-
mary attack by Pact forces. However , it is more likely that a pri-
mary Pact attack would strike not at the NATO main strength in
Central Europe but attack instead through north Germany and the
Low Countries cutting across US lines of communications and ef-
fec t i ve ly  f lanking US and West German forces to the south.
Restoration of the salient would then be of prime importance , and
a more probable role for Marines would be to conduct amphibious
operations through the English Channel, North Sea, or Baltic Sea
to hit the Pact salient’s north flank while other NATO forces coun-
terattacked on the south flank.

Helping to protect sea lines of communications across the
Atlantic could also be a primary role for Marines in a NATO
conflict. Without Marines to defend vital points across the North
Atlantic gap, the whole US role in the defense of Europe would be
threatened.

On balance , it appears that the current Marine amphibious
role and structure can serve NATO in several significant ways—
counterattacks on the NATO flanks , controlling areas important to
US lines of communication with Europe, and in a reinforcing role
elsewhere. Restructured as a mechanized force , Marines would
lose much of this versatility.

But what if the Warsaw Pact does attack in Central Europe
and Marines are needed as reinforcements? Will the current struc-
ture be adequate? If the conflict results in Pact armor columns
pressing NATO formations heavily, the Marines’ role should be es-
sentially defensive , anchored on obstacles like rivers , built-up
areas, and hi l ls , and using aviation, artillery, and organic antitank
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weapons to blunt the Pact thrust. The current structure would be
well suited to such a defense.

On the other hand, if the conflict calls for Marines to support
a counteroffensive campaign with armor-like mobility, only a third
of a typical MAF could operate as a mechanized force using
organic tanks , assault amphibians , artillery, and mirror transport .
The remainder  wou ld  leapf rog f o rwa rd  by helicopter. The
propor t ion of the MAF that  could be mechanized could be
doubled , however , by attaching necessary units from another MAF.
Even with these capabilities, however , the MAF could not provide a
counterpart capability to an Army amored or mechanized force.

Nevertheless , there are many locations in Central Europe
wh ich  would  require an assault force in a counteroffensive
campaign to breach enemy positions situated on barriers to mech-
anized forces such as rivers , demolished built-up areas , forests ,
and otherwise diff icult terrain. The Marines could provide the
assault forces (their essential function) , breach the obstacles for
armored forces , and then follow in train to mop up.

In  summary,  it appears that the Marine Corps current struc-
ture supports a versatility of roles it could play in support of NATO
and , if committed to the Central Region , Marine forces could
provide a useful adjunct to NATO armored forces for defensive
and special assault situations. Marines could not provide a full
armored or mechanized capability.

A question now remains whether the current structure has an
adequate counterforce capability to handle Warsaw Pact weaponry
and whatever modern weaponry Third World nations might bring
to bear in peripheral confrontations.

A prec ise  measurement  of Marine Corps counterforce
capabilities is beyond the scope of this paper but it seems clear
that the combined arms of a MAF—aviation , artillery , tanks , and
infantry organic antitank weapons—provide the nucleus of an ef-
fective counterforce capability. Issues over the level of effec-
tiveness probably would center on the density and balance among
the various arms and weapons. For example , a Marine Division
now has 288 Dragon weapons versus an Army infantry division’s
243. However , a comparison of TOW’ s gives the Army unit a 162 to
72 edge. 39 But this comparison overlooks the combat power
provided by Marine aviation.40 Increasing the density of ground
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weapons may be unnecessary in view of the aviation support avail-
able. Yet , is there a need for more ground weapons , such as tanks
and artillery, in view of TACAI R’s possible vulnerability to modern
antiaircraft systems? In terms of probable employment , the answer
is no , based on the conclusion earlier that to add more vehicular
weapons and equipment would reduce strategic mobility and tacti-
cal f lexibi l t y, and degrade the amphibious assault capability—an
undesirable effect in view of the increasing probability of periph-
eral contingencies and the probable use of Marines in  amphibious
assault roles on NATO flanks. Aviat ion will be needed to offset the
lack of naval gunfire and to counter the sophisticated aviation
forces prevalent in both cases. Administ rative landings will proba-
bly be impossible , or extremel y risky, and aviation will be an
important element of the combat power needed to project the
landing force ashore and inland, or to provide adequate security if
the landing is not opposed. Given the growth in force capabilities
in the Third World , it would be imprudent to plan on anything but
assault-oriented landings , in the event of surprise resistance. Naval
aviation , i nc lud ing  Marine  TACAIR , will have an important function
throughout.

Should TACAIR be reduced because of a possibly reduced
requirement for amphibious assaults , or the possibility that Navy
or Air Force TACA IR can provide the necessary support? The
answer  to th is  quest ion depends on the p robab i l i t y  of a
contingency that requires an amphibious assault followed by oper-
ations ashore essentially independent of Navy carrier TACAIR or
land-based Air Force TACAIR. As discussed above , landings in Eu-
rope and even peripheral confrontations will require an assault ori-
entation, in view of USSR strength and Third World capabilities for
devastating surprise attacks. Amphibious assaults call for aviation
support , specifically TACAIR. But can Navy and Air Force TACAIR

0 always support that requirement? Probably not; for example, the
requirement for a Baltic Sea amphibious flanking attack on a
Warsaw Pact penetration in Northern Europe would probably find
Navy and Air Force supporting fleet operations or embattled forces
in the central region. There is a high probability that Marine
TACAIR would have to augment TACAIR support of the landing
phase out of forward staging areas in northern NATO. Other sce-
narios can be postulated. Almost all of them can be argued away,
however , if i t  is presumed that Navy or Air Force TACAIR are
available regardless of requirements elsewhere. So the question
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remains: What other contribution does Marine TACAIR make that
• merits keeping it in the Marine force structure?

The first contribution might be in the nature of Marine
organization for combat. The continuous , total integration of
Marine air and ground elements in doctrine, training, and oper-
ations provides increased effectiveness not otherwise available
from short-term attachment of Navy or Air Force units to a MAF
just established ashore in an objective area.

Another contribution made by Marine TACAIR is to provide a
land-based arm of naval aviation for use in sea control operations.
Operating from both carriers and shore installations , M a r i n e
TACAIR can fly into sites that must be secured for sea control
purposes.

A third contribution Marine TACAIR makes is to total US
TACAIR requirements. In a NATO-Warsaw Pact comparison , for
example , the TACAIR balance favors the Warsaw Pact by some
5,300 aircraft to NATO’s 2,960 aircraft . The comparison is detailed
in Table 2.

Deleting Marine TACA IR from the structure would make
worse an already serious imbalance in favor of the Warsaw Pact.
All US TACAIR on hand , inc lud ing  Marine TACAIR , is needed to
offset the Pact capability. It could be argued that transfer of the
Marine aircraft to the Navy or Air Force might retain the needed
overall level. However , a transfer would do away with a needed
capability for expeditionary TACAIR organized to operate both
afloat and asnore in support of naval campaigns.

It thus can be argued that Marine TACAIR merits retention in
the structure based on its significant contribution in several areas:
the combat power it provides the MAF in any type combat , its
expeditionary capability, the support role it can play in naval

• campaigns , and the contribution it can make to the defense of Eu-
rope in balancing the Warsaw Pact TACAIR strength.

However , in the foregoing review of the adequacy of Marine
Corps structure for modern combat , two inconsistencies still stand
out.

The first involves the adequacy of Marine Corps structure in
an offensive role inland in Europe. The MAF lacks the vehicular
mobility for troops, artillery, and other combat support for a fast-
moving counteroffensive inland in conjunction with NATO
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TABLE 2.
NATO-Warsaw Pact TACAIR

Northern and
Central Europe’ 

Southern Europe

Tactical Aircraft in NATO Warsaw (of which NATO Warsaw (of which
Operational Service Pact USSR) Pact USSR)

Light bombers 185 225 200 --- 50 50

Fighter/ground-attack 1,250 1 ,375 950 450 250 100

Interceptors 375 2,050 950 275 700 200

ReconnaissanCe 275 550 400 150 100 50

1 The figures here include the appropriate British and American air-
craft in Britain , American aircraft in Spain, and Soviet aircraft in the
western USSR. They do not, however, include the American dual-based
squadrons , which would add about 100 fighter-type aircraft to the
NATO totals, nor French squadrons with perhaps another 400 fighters.
Carrier-borne airc raft of the US Navy are excluded , but so are the
medium bombers in the Soviet Air Force , which could operate in a tacti-
cal role.
Source: The International Institute for Strategic Studies , “The Theatre

Balance between NATO and the Warsaw Pact,” The Military
Balance 1976-1977 (London: IISS, 1976), p. 102.

armored forces. Although this is the least probable contingency for
Marines in the 1980’s and 1990’s (peripheral confrontations are
most probable; defensive or amphibious offensive employment is
more probable for Europe), the Marine structure or the plan for the
employment of Marines in Europe should attempt to reconcile this
inconsistency regarding battlefield mobility.

The second inconsistency concerns counterforce capability
against increased USSR and Third World capabilities. Since avi-
ation support is such an important part of the MAF arsenal, the ef-
fects of enemy EW and antiaircraft systems are critical. The effect
of weather must be considered, too. The Marine structure should
account for the need to enhance and protect its aviation assets;
and , in a period when aviation’s worldwide versatility is becoming
more important yet more threatened by increasingly sophisticated
counterair capabilities, the Marine structure should account for the
need to hedge against loss of aviation support.
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Are Future Commit ments and Resources Compatible?
The increasing complexity of the international environment

and the increasing probability of peripheral confrontations
translate into a higher probability of commitments of Marine forces
to combat or quasi-combat situations. Army force structure and
deployments will be increasingly “locked into” the NATO scenario,
and less available for commitments to contingencies elsewhere
that might reduce the deterrent effect in Europe. A high probability
of commitment no doubt will engender initiatives within the Marine
Corps to provide combat units with the latest weaponry and equip-
ment, and to provide the very best in training and services, all of
which means increasing costs. At the same time, however, trends
in the domestic environment will see an increasing demand on
Federa l budgets by domestic programs and a corresponding
reluctance to pay for more defense. In addition, manpower avail-
ability will be decreasing, making it increasingly difficult to meet
annual recruiting requirements, which for the Marine Corps are
re lat ive ly  high. Related to the resource shortage will be a
continuing constraint on the amount of amphibious shipping and
mobility forces available to move Marine forces to combat. The in-
consistency in these trends is that the Marine Corps probably will
be required to meet a wider spectrum of contingencies in the
1980’s and 1990’s and on a more  f r e q u e n t  basis, yet with less
resources available.
CONCLUSIONS

Force Structure Design
The inconsistencies noted thus far indicate that:
— The Marine Corps structure is being pressured to change

to a form not readi ly appl icable to the kinds of
expeditionary capability which will be required of the
United States in the international environment of the
1980’s and 1990’s.

— On the other hand , Marine force structure must remain
adaptable to empl oyment in a NATO conflict against
growing Warsaw Pact conventional strength, as well as in
peripheral contingencies; furthermore , the structure must
be prepared to contest the sophisticated weapons and
doctrine increasingly evident in probable contingency
areas.
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— Yet , this scenario of growing demands on the Marine
Corps over the next decade must be supported by a bud-
get of decreasing ability to provide wherewithal.

These conflicting constraints appear capable of resolution by
adhering to a force structure that is most flexible in terms of its
ability to meet the varying terrain and types of forces that might be
encountered in peripheral contingencies (the most probable
requirement), and that is most easily transportable by current and
programmed amphibious shipping and mobility forces (the major
resource constraint). In addition, the structure must be adaptable
to the requirements of the NATO contingency. It would appear
that the current “amphibious” structure best meets these specif ica-
tions. with some exceptions, as discussed earlier.

The problem of encountering increased Soviet capabilities in
Europe and modern weapons on an increasing basis throughout
the Third World can be met in part by task organizing the commit-
ted MAF(’ s) with pertinent units from uncommitted active and
reserve forces. To this end a hedge against the lack of tactical mo-
bil ity for any active MAF’s committed to an inland offensive
campaign in Europe might be to increase the proportion of reserve
motor transport , assault amphibian, self-propelled artillery, and
tank units that could be mobilized quickly for follow-on augmen-
tation, realizing of course that there would be a delay before these
units could join the MAF(’s) in Europe. In addition, there remains a
requirement to consider carefully the need for designing additional
antitank , antiaircraft , and EW capabilities into the amphibious
structure without increasing its size and lessening its mobility and
flexibil i ty. Although not discussed in detail thus far , EW and the
ability it provides to protect vital MAF command and control com-
munications from enemy interference is a first step to successful
Coordination of firepower and maneuver—EW capability is there-
fore essential. Furthermore , aviation should have extensive all-
weather  capabi l i t ies  and suppression devices to counter
antiaircraft systems. Independent employment of the Marine Corps
in areas outside NATO would require that these increased
capabilities be organic to the Marine Corps. The extent of these
increased capabilities is beyond the scope of this paper , but it
seems clear that program initiatives should begin in that direction.
Doctrinal improvements to help counter the threats posed by PGM,
armor , antitank , and antiaircraft weapons are also fundamental to
preparing for the 1980’s and 1990’s.
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• Presuming that increasing the reserve tanks , amphibians ,
etc., provides an adequate “mechanized/mobility” capability, and
that designing new “anti-” systems into the current structure
provides an adequate counterforce capability, there remains the
problem of how to deploy three MAF’s quickly enough for them to
be effective in the roles already discussed. Sequential landings
using turnaround amphibious shipping are a possibility but would
probably take too long. Another possibility is to deploy one MAF
in an amphibious assault followed by an airlift and/or sealift of

• subsequent MAF’ s into the objective area secured by the initial
landing. The follow- on MAF(’ s) could enter with the additional
units needed for extended operations beyond the amphibious ob-
jective area. It may be necessary to dedicate and even configure
certain sealift vessels for this mission to ensure adequate closure
times in the objective area.

The problem that PGM and tactical nuclear weapons present
to an amphibious force concentrated for assault is perplexing. It is
also universal in the sense that all General Purpose Forces even-
tually must mass to concentrate combat power on the objective.
The concentration of forces becomes immediately a target for
PGM or nuclear weapons. Army armored forces and mechanized
in fan t ry ,  Navy car r ie r  task forces , and Air Force TACA IR
installations suffer the same vulnerability. The answer to the prob-
lem will probably be operational—achieving strategic and tactical
surpr ise , or political—the implied threat of escalation to nuclear
war.

The problem of having to do more “defense” with decreasing
quant i t ies  of resources poses d i f f i cu l t  trade-off decisions ,
alleviated somewhat by the possibility of investing in new tech-
nology as a means to simultaneously improve combat effec-
tiveness and lower operating costs.

The trends in the area of resource availability indicate that
manpower will be more costly and difficult to obtain, suggesting
that one trade-off approach might be to trade manpower strength
for new weapons. Another might be to shift manpower under au-
thorization ceilings In order to strengthen combat mission-related
forces, clearly giving priority to the latter.

The application of technology might help as well to reduce
manpower requirements in both combat and support units. For ex-
ample , systematized material handling equipment and motor
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transport , such as a vehicle “fami ly ” consisting of one prime mover
and several trailer-types to replace several different single purpose
vehicles , would create efficiencies in maintenance that should save
manpower. Similarly, pursuing the concept of an all V/STOL
fighter and attack force with common propulsion, navigation, com-
munications , and gunnery systems should create maintenance
manpower savings as well as achieve the improved performance
and tactical flexibility for Marine aviation that is embodied in the
V/STOL concept.

In ground combat forces more firepower might be introduced
into the in fant ry  and ar t i l le ry  bat ta l ions in order to offset
decreas ing manpower availabil ity. Increasing the density of
Dragon weapons in the infantry battalion is one example. The use
of PGM in the artil lery battalion to increase per round effec-
tiveness might allow a reduction in the numbers of artillery pieces
per unit and the associated manpower. On the other hand, use of
PGM without giving up the savings would increase the unit’s coun-
terforce capability.

Other ideas might include incorporating a “high-low” mix in
Marine Corps armor which utilizes a main battle tank in only
limited numbers; the balance of the requirement would consist of a
m u c h  s m a l l e r  a rmored  veh i c l e , at the regimental level perhaps,
representing a hybrid of light tank/assault gun/antitank gun char-
acteristics. The increased firepower might allow an offsetting
reduction in manpower as well as increase the regiment’s counter-
force capability.

Another direction that the application of technology might
take is to reduce the size and weight of combat service support
hardware in order to lighten the load for the air-ground team, as
well as the entire logistic system that provides their requirements;
the ultimate effect of such action would be to decrease the size of
the MAF’s service support relative to the mobility forces available
to move the assaul t  fo l low-o n echelon (AFOE), yet without
decreasing the MAF’s combat effectiveness. It is doubtful that the
assaul t  echelon (AE) of the MAF , comprised of combat and
combat support units that must land in the assault , could be
reduced in size. All of the combat power inherent in the AE will be
necessary to counter  an increasingly sophisticated threat. 

V

H o w e v e r , the AFOE , consisting of service support units and
supplies, might be streamlined to allow quicker movement to the
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contingency area. This concept could be pursued through the ve-
hicle “family ” and an all-V/STOL aviation force discussed earlier,
which should result in streamlined maintenance requirements.
Another initiative that might apply here is the introduction of PGM
to increase the effectiveness per round and thereby decrease the
size and weight of equivalent firepower basic loads.

The major objective of all such initiatives should be to
enhance Marine combat capabilities through the readdressal of
manpower resources, the introduction of new technology to offset
decreasing manpower availability, and the further application of
technology to enhance mobility force lift capability through a sort
of “miniaturization” of the Marine Amphibious Force’s AFOE. The
initiatives discussed above are only examples of what might be
done in an attempt to reconcile increasing mission requirements
with decreasing resource levels over the next 20 years. Some
initiatives may be complementary; others may conflict in that they
save manpower , reduce the size of the AFOE, and increase combat
power , yet may be more cost l y  overal l .  Consequently, the
development and execut ion of in i t ia t ives to reconcile the
requirements/resources inconsistency must be subjected to a nec-
essarily complex trade-off process that attempts to optimize
combat effectiveness over the years in terms of mobility, tactical
flexibility, and firepower under changing annual constraints of
manpower and dollar ceilings. Nevertheless, the ultimate result of
setting such initiatives in motion should be a Marine Corps in the
1980’s and 1990’s that is better prepared for combat than if current
force structure design remained static , absorbing manpower and
dollar cuts by simply reducing and not redesigning structure as
the years go by.

The conc lus ions , up to this point , a d d r e s s  o n l y t h e
consistency of trends in the Marine Corps operating policy on
force structure relative to trends in the defense environment and
the mission requirements which evolve from them. The conclu-
sions below consider trends in the other operating policies, such
as manpower and force training, as they relate to trends in the
defense environment through the 1980’s and 1990’s.
Manpower

Trends in Marine Corps manpower policies probably will
continue to emphasize a young enlisted force with a high turnover,
requiring a relatively high annual accession of recruits. The future
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of the Marine Corps mission—assault combat—puts a premium on
the strength and vigor of youth in the ranks of the ground forces .
The structure of the ground forces results in a relatively lean
population of officers and senior noncommissioned officers so that
the requirement to retain large numbers out of the base of first
term enlisted personnel is small. Hence, so long as the trend in
force structure remains amphibious in nature, this manpower pol-
icy is well suited. On the other hand, as initiatives begin to apply
new weapons technology in order to save manpower , the impact
will probably be to save manpower in the first term enlisted force ,
and reduce the annual accessions accordingly. This assumes of
course that the manpower saved is not reinvested elsewhere in the
combat forces , or allowed to migrate into organic maintenance
units in order to support the new technology. (Technology designs
should attempt to avoid the latter , by adequate maintenance floats
and by modular design principles which allow black box ’
replacement and repair of equipment at center depots.)

If the first term force becomes smaller , it will allow an
increased emphasis on manpower quality, a trend already in
motion and proving beneficial in terms of improved professional
performance , disciplinary rates , and Iosse~ before expiration of
enlistment. 4’ In fact , early losses have alre& ty decreased to the
point where the Marine Corps is now meeting its recruiting goals
with relative ease, a fact which belies the concern of the Brookings
study. 42 Future recruiting conditions are expected to be more
difficult. However, a higher quality first term force in the future
could alleviate the recruiting problem by further reducing the early
losses. The improved quality will also help to faci l i tate the
introduction of new technology—training and operations with the
new weapons and equipment wi l l  require inte l l igent  and
resourceful Marines for maximum effectiveness.

The effect of initiatives in applying the manpower-technology
trade-off and improving manpower quali’y, therefore , should
reduce accession requirements cumula t ive ly ,  a condition
consistent with a dwindling manpower pool over the next 20 years .
It should be noted, however , that the manpower technology trade-
off cannot be pushed so far that the Marine Corps becomes mech-
anized and unable to exercise the mobility and flexibility necessary
to meet probable requirements worldwide. The changes one can
expect in this direction will therefore probably be marginal.
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The increased use of women is consistent with the dwindling
manpower pool. Constraints on this policy are twofold: the extent
to which women can assume combat roles, the predominant oc-
cupational specialty of Marines, and the extent to which women in
the force restrict the size of the rotation base that supports
unaccompanied overseas assignments where women cannot serve.
Liberalization of these factors could open the force to more
women. Barring that , about 5 percent of the force is the maximum
potential for use of women in the Marine Corps.43

Increased use of civilians is limited by the same factors that
limit the use of women. Civilianization initiatives in the early 1970’s
exhausted the potential available in that concept , to the point
where the Marine Corps structure is now over-civilianized by about
800 billets.” Considering the present overseas rotation base, the
unit rotation policy will ameliorate this situation.

Individual training philosophy that emphasizes on-the-job
training and cross-service training is consistent with trends in
defense guidance that emphasize reduct ion in overhead
manpower. The Marine Corps, for example, trains about 37 percent
of its entry level specialized skill requirements at the schools of
other services. Consequently, Marine Corps training overhead is
less than it otherwise might be, even though the Marine Corps
sends augmentation instructors to the other services’ schools.45

In summary,  it appears that the operating policies on
manpower are roughly consistent with the trends in the defense
environment , mission requirements , and force structure design
policies that will obtain over the next 20 years.
Force Training

The current policies in this area are consistent with a force
design policy that views amphibious deployment as the most
probable commitment Marines will face. In addition to its normal
amphibious assault training in the Mediterranean, Caribbean, and
Western Pacific, the development of an air-ground combat training
ce nter at Twenty-Nine Palms, C a l i f o r n i a , has permitted the
exercise of units Marine Corps-wide in the types of terrain and
mechanized operations that might obtain in the Middle East and
even Europe. Exercises in Northern Europe, cold weather areas,
and Korea help to ensure adaptability to those climes and potential
combat conditIons. It will be particularly important to ensure that
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some of these exercises are conducted jointly with Army ground
units as well as the mobility forces , so that the full spectrum of
deployment contingencies is exercised. In short , the tactical flex-
ibility of the Marine Corps to meet varying terrain , types of enemy
forces , and theater scenarios (including NATO) will in large part
stem from an ambitious and aggressive force training program,
resting on an inherently logical force design policy.

Logistics
The amphibious nature of the logistic system, with its world-

wide orientation and Navy interface, is consistent with the force
design conclusions. At the same time, however , initiatives should
begin to reduce the size of the logistic train supporting the MAF,
and to maximize the throughput of the airlift and sealift by adapta-
tion of the MAE elements to standardized containers that best uti-
lize available space on carriers.

In  a d d i t i o n , the Marine Corps should continue to develop
with the Navy the concept of the seaborne mobile logistic system.
This concept incorporates the latest amphibious ships’ capabilities
for on-board maintenance of Marine organic equipment, with the
result that all logistic support for the Marine force emanates from
amphibious ships that bring the Marines to the objective area.46
This reduces significantly the support “tail” ashore and permits
rapid reembarkation and redeployment of the landing force.
Research and Development (R&D)

T h e  M a r i n e  C o r p s  “satellites ” R&D fund ing with other
services to develop and procure items which will satisfy Marine
Corps requirements. The Marine Corps shares in the R&D costs to
the extent that special design features are incorporated at Marine
Corps request. The Marine Corps develops its own items only for
special purposes peculiar to the Marine Corps mission, such as a
new assault amphibian vehicle. In fact , the Marine Corps is tasked
by DOD to do only that R&D applicable to its mission.

Research and development efforts recently have been
devoted primarily to command, control, and communications items
and this trend will continue. The orientation of R&D efforts is pri-
marily to hardware , wi th somewhat less emphasis on the
development of concepts alone which might be employed to
improve combat effectiveness. Most conceptual development is
linked to the doctrine for employment of a new weapon or equip-
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ment , in essence how to apply new technology. However , it should
be noted that the R&D process is not always clear as to what
comes first—concept or technology. Suffice it to say that most
Marine Corps R&D has as an endpoint some type of hardware.
This trend should continue and is consistent with the need to
apply technology to the replacement of manpower , to enhance
ground force weapons systems combat power, and to reduce the
size of Marine Corps organizations and the weight of their weap-
ons and equipment in order to reduce the size of the AFOE and its
closure time to the objective area. All of this is in keeping with
conclusions about force structure design.

However , in addition to the effort to adapt new technology,
Marine Corps R&D ef fo r ts  should continue to address the
development of tactical concepts for the employment of the Marine
Corps force structure against different enemy capabilities in
different scenarios. New concepts of operations could complement
s ign i f i can t ly  the incorpora t ion  of addi t ional  counterforce
capability. Much couid be learned, for example , from historical
studies of combat in Europe, Korea , and the Middle East , which
could be translated into useful operational concepts for today. The
important point would be that the new, or revised , concepts would
be highl ighted for operat ions and t ra in ing purposes , and
sanctioned for use by commanders , the purpose of the effort being
to maximize the effectiveness with which Marine commanders at
all levels employ the evolving force structure. It is important that
the Marine Corps R&D process address how new tactical concepts
might reduce the threats posed by modern weaponry, for example,
the threat of enemy PGM to the amphibious force concentrated in
an objective area, or by enemy antiaircraft systems to Marine avi-
ation. The use of over-the-horizon night approaches to the objec-
tive area is an example of the former. The use of night operations
for helicopter lifts and air-launched “smart” bombs from outside
the enemy’s antiaircraft envelope are examples of the latter. Weav-
ing new tactical concepts together with more potent weaponry
should ensure that the Marine Corps force structure is adequate
for combat in the 1980’s and 1990’s against both USSR and Third
World forces.

In summary , R&D efforts should be directed toward support
of force design initiatives , while simultaneously developing new
tactical concepts for employment of the force against varied
threats.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

In viewing the operating policies discussed above , it appears
that most of them are consistent with trends in the Marine Corps
defense env i ronment , m i s s i o n s , and force structure design.
Initiatives are needed only to complement force structure design
initiatives concluded earlier as needed to resolve inconsistencies in
mobility and counterforce capability. Recommendations inherent
in the conclusions are summarized below.
Force Structure

The Marine Corps should retain its current “amphibious ”
force structure design as best suited to the evolving defense
environment. Force structure initiatives that would enhance effec-
tiveness of this basic design include:

— Increase the proportion of reserve motor transport , assault
a m p h i b i a n , self-propelled arti l lery, and tank units as a
hedge against employment in Central Europe.

— Design addi t iona l  ant i tank , an t i a i r c ra f t , a n d  EW
capabilities into the structure , plus antiaircraft suppression
devices and all-weather capabilities for Marine aviation.

— Dedicate specific sealift to move follow-on MAF’s.
— Apply technology to save manpower.
— Readdress limited manpower resources to combat forces

by curtailing other functions such as security forces.
— Apply technology to reduce size and weight as well as the

manpower requirements of the MAE’s Assault Follow-on
Echelon , in order to enhance the capability of mobility
forces.

Manpower

Manpower policies should continue unchanged.
Force Training

Force training initiatives should duplicate contingency sce-
narios as closely as possible , to ensure doctrinal and practical
compatibility with other services involved as well as the broad
spectrum of tactical situations that could occur.
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Logistics

Logistic initiatives should work toward increasing the effi-
ciency of the mobility forces moving the MAE to combat , and the
seaborne logistic train that maintains the MAF in the objective
area.
Research and Development

Research and development init iatives should attempt not
only to create the force capabilities called for above but also em-
phasize the development of tactical concepts maximizing the
combat effectiveness of the evolving Marine forces in differing
contingencies.
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